
WEB API 2 ODATA CONTROLLER WITH READWRITE ACTIONS

We will learn Scaffolding in Web API 2 in this article. Web API 2 Controller with read/write actions; Web API 2 OData
Controller with action.

Tasks; using System. See Working with Multiple Environments for more information. This code first
instantiates an ODataConventionModelBuilder object used for building the data model structure. Under Visual
C , select Web. Add an Entity Model A model is an object that represents the data in your application. Replace
this code with the following: using ProductService. NET 5 templates. Tasks; using System. In Solution
Explorer, right-click the Controllers folder. Use this method to add services to the container. For this tutorial,
we need a model that represents a product. The ConsoleLoggerProvider is configured from a configuration
file; in this case the file is appsettings. Http; using ODContainment. We need to specify our Model class in
this case Employee. Add product ; await db. The new Startup approach with configurable middleware is more
in line with the expressjs way of doing things and with no static GlobalConfiguration class the design just
feels cleaner. RegisterApiControllers Assembly. With the solution template in place, the next step is to create
the model. Clients can query entities by key. Another important step in the Register method is defining the
routing that will be used for OData calls. The Get method with a key parameter looks up a product by its key
in this case, the Id property. Note that an endpoint can have multiple entity sets. Service Document The
service document contains a list of the entity sets for the OData endpoint. NET Web Application. Currently,
there is no scaffolding for OData v4. Seed the Database Optional In this step, you will use Entity Framework
to seed the database with some test data. Or, from the File menu, select New and then Project. It is perfectly
possible to apply a convention to your controller actions as describe in this post , but this fairly major change
in the rules between Web API 2 and MVC 6 will be frustrating for many experienced Web API 2 developers.
Microsoft have taken notice so Startup is now the one and only place to start up your web application. A
couple of noteworthy points: void gives you a response instead of the surely, more appropriate response that
Web API 2 produces.


